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BRAND NEW, The Business of Naming Things, Michael Coffey,
"Riveting .vibrant and unsparing." --Publishers Weekly (starred
and boxed review) "Superb.Startlingly original." --Library
Journal (starred review) "Once I started reading these stories, I
couldn't stop. They absorbed me thoroughly, with their taut
narratives and evocative language--the language of a poet." --
JAY PARINI, author of Jesus: The Human Face of God and The
Last Station "Sherwood Anderson would recognize this world
of lonely, longing characters, whose surface lives Coffey
tenderly plumbs. These beautiful stories--spare, rich, wise and
compelling--go to the heart." --FREDERIC TUTEN, author of Self
Portraits: Fictions and Tintin in the New World "Whether
[Coffey is] writing about a sinning priest or a man who's made
a career out of branding or about himself, we can smell
Coffey's protagonists and feel their breath on our cheek. Like
Chekhov, he must be a notebook writer; how else to explain the
strange quirks and the perfect but unaccountable details that
animate these intimate portraits?" --EDMUND WHITE, author of
Inside a Pearl and A Boy's Own Story Among these eight
stories, a fan of writer (and fellow adoptee) Harold Brodkey
gains an audience with him at his...
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ReviewsReviews

An exceptional publication as well as the font employed was exciting to see. it was actually writtern extremely
flawlessly and helpful. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dom inic Collins-- Dom inic Collins

This ebook could be worthy of a read through, and far better than other. I am quite late in start reading this one, but
better then never. I realized this publication from my dad and i advised this publication to learn.
-- Stefa n V on-- Stefa n V on
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